Importance of genomic studies for drug withdrawal with mental toxicities
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Abstract

Undesired side-effects and toxicities of drugs, especially in the area of new-drug development, are negligible, unpredictable and often disastrous once being encountered. The suicidal behavior caused by antidepressant treatment is a typical of clinical evidence recently being discovered. We previously hypothesized that patients’ genetic status would decide the suicidal incident rate of antidepressants - it is pharmacogenetics of antidepressants may contribute of this toxicity in patients. In this review, we discuss this problem by comparing many strings of pharmacogenomics evidence of antidepressants recently being published with many other strings of evidence such as drug withdrawal with hepatotoxicity. We argue herein that pharmacogenetics may be very useful in drug withdrawal for mental toxicity. Because this is low-incidence toxicities, which are more reliable on human’s genetic characteristics. We stress the importance of genomics studies for drug withdrawal in future.

Introduction

New drug development and licensing are large enterprises needing a lot of money or funds to support and a high risky job with an average successive rate approximately 7%.1,2 These characteristics make the high-price of new drugs in markets and hospitals. Drug withdrawal is another important factor to affect the interests of drug-manufacturing companies and further make drugs' production a high-risk job. All these processes in return result in high-pay-ment for patients for prescribing these drugs. We can reasonably deduce that the price of drug development and licensing will decide the total cost of patients for prescribing these drugs. In this review, we will discuss the importance of genomic studies in drug withdrawals.

Discussion

Drugs withdraw often happen when some unexpected side-effects (toxicities) in clinics occur. Undesired side-effects and toxicities of drugs, especially in the area of new-drug development, are negligible, unpredictable and often disastrous once being encountered.3 There has been an old famous Chinese saying; each drug always inherits 30 percent toxicity comparing with its full range of effectiveness. Upgrading drug withdrawal system can be regarded as an effective means to save experimental or clinical resources and avoid the lost of effective drugs from the markets.2 There has been a hypothesis if pharmacogenomics could help rescue drug withdrawals from markets.4,5 Although some people considered that pharmacogenomic studies might not be an effective way to rescue drugs,4 we argued it might work in some circumstances, especially in neural toxicities.3,5 We initiate this argument from following evidence and findings: i) Unlike hepatotoxicities, the occurrences of neural toxicities are rare. That means only small amounts of patients show the neural toxicities by drugs, such as antibiotics-induced mania.6 This evidence can be easily supported by genetic or genomic explanations.5 ii) Some polymorphisms in patients have shown a high-risk of neural toxicities, such as antidepressant-susceptible suicides and (antibiotics) aminoglycoside-induced hearing impairment.

As for 2004, the US and European regulatory agencies began implementing verification programs to assess the influence on suicidal behavior from the use of antidepressants such as SSRIs.6,7 almost all antidepressants have been investigated and several antidepressants have been withdrawn from the markets. Soon after this investigation and panic, we propose a hypothesis that genetic might also play a role in the risk of antidepressant-induced suicide.5 So we indicate that we need not pay our attention only on drugs themselves, but we ought to diversify our attention into genetic study of clinical investigations. From our perspective, patients’ genetic conditions might play more important roles than chemical structure of drugs in deciding the side-effects or toxicities of drugs. Though, it has not been widely received. However more and more clinical evidence is accumulating and somewhat supporting our hypothesis in drugs with mental toxicities. These kinds of clinical evidence can be concluded as follows through chronic orders. It has been shown that one patient has a suicidal ideation or behaviors by using one type of antidepressants, he will more likely do so by using other types of antidepressants.9 The drug-induced suicidal ideation and behaviors will more easily occur in patients who have a genetic tendency of madness ideation and behaviors.10

Last but not least, more and more genetic markers and alleles have been found to link with suicidal ideations and behaviors in clinics.11-19 The literature has shown this relation in drugs with mental toxicities. However, these are direct evidence which fully support the relationship between human’s genetic features and drug toxicities. Extant pharmacogenomic studies of increases in suicidal ideation and behavior in antidepressant-treated depressed patients report associations with polymorphisms in genes involved in at least 9 related genes, including transcription (CREB1), neuroprotection (BDNF, NTRK2), glutamatergic and noradrenergic neurotransmission (GRIA3, GRIK2, ADRA2A), stress and inflammatory response (FKBPS, IL28RA) and synthesis of glycoproteins (PAPLN).22 These large volumes of polymorphism of genetic markers will greatly affect the quality and fairness of drug assessment and approval or withdrawal. Thus we must pay special attention to it. There has also been reported that familial transmission of suicidal behavior.20 To conclude it is welcoming to broaden our horizon from just aiming at one or two types of antidepressants into understanding the whole situations from all these characters and relationship in between. To better argue with the idea that pharmacogenetics is basically useless in drug withdrawal,4 we here add that pharmacogenetics may be very useful in drug withdrawal for mental toxicity. This is low-incidence toxicities, which are more reliable on human’s genetic characteristics. And since 2004, there is very few antidepressants have been withdrawn from markets. It seems pharmacogenetics only has little effects in drug withdrawal with hepatotoxicity.3

Future directions of these researches should aim at two important challenges. One is clinically individualized therapy in depressed patients.21 But at present, the detective prices
prohibit its universal applications. The other challenge is how to perfect drug approval or withdraw system. This great program of environmental-genomic-aged-drug interaction network should be viewed as a wholesome single-modular model of deciding drug destination. The single criteria of possibility can be roughly calculated as:

\[ P_{\text{toxicity}} = P_{\text{chemical}} + P_{\text{genetic}} + P_{\text{environment}} \]

To conclude, the future drug evaluation, approving or disapproval systems should be more considerate with genetic or genomic basis of individuals rather than solely building on the average data of all populations. We should be forever readiness for any new initiative of drug approval systems and upgrading our understanding and knowledge about both features of drugs and shed new light from all these investigations.
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